FROM AUSTIN
> Take I-35 South to San Marcos.
> Take Exit 206 – Aquarena Springs Drive.
> Take a right onto Aquarena Springs Drive. **Next step below in green**

FROM SAN ANTONIO
> Take I-35 North to San Marcos.
> Take Exit 206 – Aquarena Springs Drive.
> At the light, turn left under I-35 to get on Aquarena Springs Drive
  **Next step below in green**

WHEN ON AQUARENA SPRINGS DRIVE
> Pass through the first 3 traffic lights.
> Turn right at the 4th traffic light – Sessom Drive.
> Pass through the first 2 traffic lights.
> Turn left at the 3rd traffic light – Comanche.
> Choose next set of directions according to your assigned parking garage.

PARKING AT THE **LBJ PARKING GARAGE**
> On Comanche, turn left at the first traffic light – Student Center Drive.
> Make your first right at Gaillardia.
> Enter the garage at the end of the street on the left.

PARKING AT THE **WOOD STREET PARKING GARAGE**
> On Comanche, make a left at the first stop sign – Wood Street.
> On Wood Street, make a left at the speed bump – Talbot.
> Enter parking garage on the left.

PARKING AT THE **MATTHEW STREET PARKING GARAGE**
> On Comanche, turn left at the first traffic light – Student Center Drive.
> Continue on Student Center Drive taking the curve.
> Enter the parking garage on the left.